
TIME AND LABOR REDUCING MAGAZINE LOADER

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY – Military units and law enforcement agencies are currently spending a substantial amount of
time and labor loading magazines, both during training and during kinetic operations. This takes users away from training,
away from the operation, and wastes their time loading magazines. The loading of magazines has changed minimally in
the past four decades. A new speed-loader, using mechanical leverage, solves these problems. Units and agencies can
speed more time training and shooting and less time loading magazines.

THE PROBLEM/OPPORTUNITY – The DOD, NATO Allies, and law enforcement agencies shoot a lot of ammunition in
training and during kinetic operations in many different environments using service weapons that fire 5.56mm ammunition.
This ammunition arrives on stripper clips and is loaded into magazines either using the provided “spoon” speed-loader or
by removing the ammunition from the stripper clip and loading it one round at a time into the magazine. Both methods are
time consuming, tiring, and inefficient. Using an individual weapons qualification shoot for an infantry company as an
example, the standard company will fire 8,000-10,000 during one shoot and they will do this twice a year. To load a
sufficient amount of magazines for this shoot, 6-8 soldiers will be removed from training and will be assigned to load
magazines for the company. This reduces the amount of training that is done on the range. This problem is magnified
during kinetic operations. When an ammunition resupply is necessary due to sustained contact, soldiers are removed
from the operation to reload magazines or each soldier must take time away from offensive action or defensive
preparations to load magazines, reducing available combat power.

THE HISTORY – Spoon style speed-loaders have been the basic method for loading clipped 5.56 ammunition for several
decades and 1-2 speed-loaders are included in each can of clipped ammunition. Spoon style speed-loaders, when used
properly and with the proper setup, enabled a significant increase in loading speed compared to loading round individually
as they were previously. Spoon style speed-loaders are small, mobile, cheap, and can be used anywhere. However these
positives come at the cost of being challenging to use on older or stiff springed magazines, they are tiring to use, and
cause abrasions and discomfort in the hands of users. They are best used when only a few newer magazines need to be
loaded.

THE SOLUTION – New mechanical speed-loaders solve all of the problems that the spoon speed-loaders currently
exhibit while maintaining and expanding much of their benefits. Using mechanical leverage eliminates the issues of
fatigue, abrasions, and discomfort because the leverage decreases the amount of force that the user is required to use in
loading from each clip. This allows one individual to load for a longer period of time and without creating a negative impact
on their training at the conclusion of loading. Leverage and the precise placement of force on the rounds also enables
smoother loading of older and stiffer springed magazines. The stable setup of the mechanical speed-loaders allows for the
user to load at a much faster rate. Users with a mechanical speed-loader are able to load magazines approximately four
times faster than spoon style speed-loaders. This increased speed is critical to maximizing training time and effectiveness
and more critically, in sustained kinetic operations, fewer troops need to be removed from operations to allow for
ammunition resupply for the unit. Mechanical loaders are mobile and able to be mounted in a vehicle or used in a
container, allowing for secure transport and rapid deployment.

THE BENEFITS – Unit commanders don’t need to accept the status quo when it comes to how their range time is used
and how many of their troops need to be taken from operations in order to load and reload magazines. There are other
tools on the market now that solve these problems for them and allow them to maximize their training and operations.

THE CALL TO ACTION – There is only one speed-loader on the market today that can meet all of the requirements of
units today.

ABOUT TRIJENT – Trijent has developed and produces a mechanical speed-loader called the Mech-loader. One of the
co-founders was an infantry company commander when the idea was developed after seeing the issues described above
for many years.
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